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Abstract— The theory  of  network  coding  promises significant  

benefits in  network  performance,  especially in  lossy 

networks and  in multicast  and  multipath  scenarios. To realize  

these benefits in practice, we  need to understand how 

coding across packets interacts with the acknowledgment 

(ACK)-based flow control mechanism that forms a central  part 

of todays Internet  protocols  such  as transmission control 

protocol  (TCP). The mechanism for TCP/NC  that 

incorporates network coding into TCP with only minor 

changes to the protocol stack,  thereby allowing incremental 

deployment. how the source transmits linear combinations of 

packets currently in the congestion window. And new 

interpretation of ACKs the sink acknowledges every degree of 

freedom  even  if it does not reveal  an original packet 

immediately. Thus, new TCP ACK rule takes into account the  

network  coding  operations in the  lower layer  and  enables a 

TCP-compatible sliding-window approach to network  coding.  

Coding  essentially masks losses from the congestion control 

algorithm and  allows TCP/NC to react  smoothly  to losses, 

resulting  in a novel and effective approach for congestion 

control over lossy networks such  as wireless  networks 

Index Terms—AES, ACO,  Butterfly Network, TCP/NC 

I. INTRODUCTION 
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Wireless   networks and communications have emerged 

as a dominant mode  of communica- tions,  technical 

advances in wireless communi- cations  has brought 

faster  and  more  affordable network access. However, the 

technological advances are often matched, if not  

outmatched, by users  appetite for even  faster,  cheaper, 

and more  robust  wireless networks. For  instance, with  

the rise of new forms  of data,  in particular high  quality 

multimedia, we are faced  with a challenge of 

transforming our  communication networks to handle 

unparalleled growth in traffic and  strict delay  

constraints. In order  to meet the  future demands, we  

need  to  manage the existing   wireless networks more  

efficiently  in terms   of,  but  not  exclusively, energy,  

latency, and  bandwidth; and  to  build  new  infrastructure  
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and  design novel  protocols that  take  into account the  

high-bandwidth, dynamic, and  di- verse   traffic   that   

needs   to  be  served  across wired and  wireless medium.  

There  are  several sources  of challenges in designing a 

robust wireless networks, which  are not as prominent in 

wired networks. 

     • Wireless  is  a  shared medium They  ultimately have to 

share either in time, frequency, or  space.  When  senders 

and  receivers  fail to share  the  wireless medium 

appropriately, we  observe a  collision  or an interference, 

which  hinders efficient communication. 

• Wireless  is stochastic in nature The  time varying nature 

of wireless results in  not only   ever-changing  capacity   

and   delay but  also errors  and  erasures. 

• Wireless  is a broadcast medium Wireless networks are    

often     insecure,    prone to  adversarial    

eavesdropping    and contamination attacks. 

These  properties of wireless make  designing and  

operating wireless networks vastly  differ- ent  from  

those  of  wired networks. However, our  currently 

deployed wireless networks not adequately address 

these problems. Often mea- sures  to address the  

problems of wireless net- works   are  appended to  the  

existing   architec- ture.  For instance, the current design 

to combat erasures and  errors  is retransmission 

A    Motivation 

Motivated by these  observations, propose sys- tem   build   

more   efficient,   high   performance wireless networks. In  

this  dissertation,Present algorithms that  can better  

manage interference, overcome losses,  and  provide 

secure  commu- nications  by  recognizing  and   

harnessing the characteristics of wireless. 

B   Key Idea 

The key idea behind this dissertation is in understanding 

that  wireless networks are  fun- damentally different 

from wired networks, and recognizing that  directly 

applying  techniques from wired networks to wireless 

networks lim- its throughput and  performance. 

Network coding   promises a  fundamentallynew  way  to 

operate networks. At present, the intermediate  nodes   can  

only   store,   forward, or  replicate the  information they  

receive.  This store-and-forward  approach  is  closely  related 

to the multi-commodity flow problem, and  has been   studied  

extensively owing   to  its  wide applications to  

communication networks. net- work  coding  questions the 

fundamental as- sumption in  our  store   and   forward 

network designs. The  theory of  network coding,   first 

introduced in their seminal paper by Ahlswede et al. [1], 

breaks  the  convention of router net- works.  Intermediate 

nodes, 
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C   Objective 

The objective of the Network Coding can ben- efit  

Internet communication. One goal of that improve 

Internet communication. Another goal is to gather 

information on the existing  practical implementations of 

NC,common functionalities and  propose a path  to 

standardization of com- munication.  To  provide  fast,  

secure,   reliable and  cost effective  communication 

medium be- tween   multiple clients  and  server.  To  

present a simplified server-multiple client  architecture 

which  enables   multi   cast  messages with  in  a 

public/private  channel. 

D    Goal of Paper 

The goal  of this  task  is to identify appropriate 

architectural considerations in applying net- working 

coding   techniques in  different parts of the operation 

butterfly network. Modularity of design remains a key  

element of achieving successful deployment, operation, 

and  mainte- nance  of such  systems. This dissertation 

shows that   network coding   is  a  powerful tool  that can  

efficiently  and  effectively  overcome inter- ference,   

erasures.Network coding   can  deliver on  the   promise  

of  a  more   efficient   wireless network with  higher 

throughput and reliability. 

II   OV E RV I E W O F NE TWO R K CO D I NG  

Network Coding is a technique that can be used to 

improve a network throughput, efficiency and  

scalability, as  well  as  resilience to  attacks and  

eavesdropping, as compared to traditional methods. 

 
Fig. 1.  Coding over a broadcast[19] 

In  Network Coding, data  is manip- ulated inside   the  

network or  at  the  network edges  to achieve  the  

maximum possible  infor- mation flow  in a network, 

based  on principles of Shannon Information Theory. 

A   Network Coding Background 

Network coding    has    evolved   significantly from   its  

inception.  Initially,   network  coding was  proposed for 

wired multicast networks, in which  one or more sources  

may wish to deliver information to  many   receivers. 

References   [1] showed  that,   if  additional  computing  

tasks are  performed at  the  intermediate nodes,   the 

multicast capacity  can be achieved. 

In case of lost the packet, then a simple retransmission 

strategy may not be the best option, since the   

retransmission is   useless from   the viewpoint of the   

other   receivers that   have   already   received  the  packet. 

Fig 1  node   A  broadcasts  2  packets   to  nodes   B and   C.  

In   the   first   time-slot, only   node   B receives  packet  p1 

and  in the second  slot, only node   C  receives   packet   p2.  

At  this  point,   if instead  of  retransmitting  p1  or  p2,  

node   A is  allowed to  mix  the  information and   send 

a  single  packet   containing the  bitwise   xor  of p1  and   

p2,  then   both  B and   C  receive  their missing  packet   in   

just   one   additional  time slot.  This example shows that 

if allow coding across packets,  it is possible  to convey new 

information simultaneously to all connected receivers. 

as per  this  example if possible  I can send  multiple packet  

in one  time  slot  just  like parallal sending broadcasting 

formatThe  now  standard  example is  the  butterfly 

network from [1] as per, which  is shown in Fig. 

2. Here,  node  A wants to multicast a stream of packets   to  

nodes   F and  G.  Assume the  links are error  free with  a 

capacity  of one packet  per slot.  If all  nodes  are  only  

allowed to  forward packets,   then  node  D  can  forward 

either  the packet  from  B p1 xor the one from  C p2. It can be 

seen  that  alternating between these  options gives a multicast 

throughput of 1.5 packets  per slot. 

However, if node  D sends  a bitwise  xor of p1 and p2 as 

shown in the figure, then it is possible to satisfy  both  

receivers simultaneously, result- ing  in  a  multicast 

throughput  of two  packets per time  slot. This is the highest 

possible, since it meets  the  min-cut bound for each  receiver. 

1)Through the butterfly network example, Ahlswede et al. [1] 

Iintroduced the field of network coding.  With  network 

coding,  a node inside  the network, instead of simply  

forward- ing  the  incoming packets  onto  outgoing links, is 

now  allowed to send  a coded  version of the incoming 

packets. 

2) Although both   the   examples  above   use   a bitwise   xor  

code,  the  coding   operation could be much  more  general 

i) The  groups of bits  as elements of a finite field, and  a 

packet  as a vector  over  this  field. 

ii) Coding could  then  correspond to perform- ing  linear  

combinations of these  vectors,  with coefficients  chosen  

from  the  field of operation.  

iii) In order  to decode, the receiver  will have to  collect  as  

many  linear  combinations as  the number of packets  that 

were mixed in, and then solve  the  resulting 

 
Fig. 2.  Butterfly network[19] 

system of linear  equations by Gauss  Jordan  elimination. 

if ACK of packet  recive  as early  as possible  it avoid  

retransmission and  it reduce traffic achieving  successful 

deployment, operation, and  maintenance of such  systems. 

Thus,  it may  be  useful 

A    Related Activity 

In  packet-based FEC  content to  support high 

assurance delivery of files  or  other  data  over 

unidirectional   network path and  support of multicast 

Negative-ACKnowledgement (NACK)  based  

Automatic Repeat-re Quest (ARQ)  protocols using  

packet   erasure coding repair  strategies.  
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Both of  these   specifications support the use of different 

FEC encoding techniques The following are topics of 

interest Research:1) Performance bounds of NC and 

gains over non-NC communication 

2) Encoding techniques and their performance 

implications 

3)  Open problems in NC research 

III     NC PRACTICAL APPLICATION AND STANDARD- 

IZATION PATH 

Practical  implementations, analyze their  archi- tecture 

and  identify best/common approaches for  the  

promising NC  methods The  following are topics  of 

interest in NC Implementation: 

•  Architectural   considerations:  control plane,  forwarding 

plane  and  transport The goal of this  task  is to identify 

appro- priate  architectural considerations in  ap- plying 

networking coding  techniques in different parts  of the  

operation butterfly network. Modularity of  design remains a  

key   element  of  to determine some  appropriate mapping of 

different uses of network coding  to different system 

functions. This  includes the   relationships   between  data    

trans- port, control  plane,  forwarding plane,  and even  layer  

2 components. With  emerging Software-Defined 

Networking  (SDN)  ar- chitecture being  proposed and  

pursued, one topic of interest will be practical ways in which  

network coding  might  be accom- modated in  such  systems. 

Additionally, SDN  systems may  actually offer  oppor- 

tunities for practical implementation of network coding  

concepts. 

•   End-to-end v.s hop-by-hop NC 

Related  to topic  1 (architectural consider- ations),   there  are  

specific  considerations for the application of Network 

Coding for end-to-end versus hop-by-hop (or local scope) 

encoding and data delivery. For ex- ample,   employment of 

Network Coding techniques by  intermediate  systems im- 

plies  more  sophisticated (stateful and/or complex) operation 

than  typical  existing packet  forwarding operations. 

Addition- ally, the interrelationship between end-to- end  

delivery and  hop-by-hop operations may  require a  richer   

interface than   the present distinct protocol layers. 

tandem with  network-layer coding  tech- niques  also.  There   

is  recent   interest  in 

”Content-based” or  Information  Centric Networking (ICN)  

and   network  coding can be a very compatible, supporting 

mechanism for this alternative form of networking. 

Additionally, in  some  cases it  is  possible   for  

application-layer infor- mation encoding (e.g. data  

compression) and  channel coding  (i.e., network coding in  

this  case)  to  be  performed jointly  for improved 

performance or utility. 

•  Throughput 

The  throughput of  todays  wireless net- works  is far  form  

optimal. NC  increases wireless  throughput   because   1)  It  

use as  broadcast  nature  coding   allows   the coders  to 

compress the transmitted pack- ets based  on information that  

are  known at various nodes.  By matching what  each 

neighbor has with  what  another neighbor wants, a coder  can 

deliver multiple pack- ets  to different sources  in a single  

trans- mission.  This  type   of  transformation is named 

inter-flow network coding  because the coding  is done  over 

packets  that differ in their  nexthop, and  thus  from  different 

flows. 

Example:   Todays   people often  listen   to music   in  public   

places.   I  can   imagine situation in which  many  people 

wants to listen  to  their  favorite music  using  com-mon 

hot-spots. Efficient bandwidth usage is  crucial  in  this  type  

of  scenarios. Lets consider situation in which  two clients are 

users   of  this  service.  Each  of  them   has some   songs   on  

their   devices   and   want to  listen  to  a  song  it  does  not  

have.  In order  to get the song  a customer wants it also must  

present which  songs  it already has.  So A,B are  customers of 

the  service, SA and  SB songs  which  users  A  and  B have  

on their  devices.  Now  imagine that the  user  A  wants to  

listen  the  song  SB, and  the  user  B wants to  listen  the  song 

SA. Instead of sending the  separate data streams to  both  of 

the  users,  the  service point  can  broadcast XOR version of 

the stream. As  the  result   both  of  the  users can  easily  

decode their  songs  as  well  as the access point  can send  half 

of the data required in the  scenario.  In this  example network 

coding  doubles the  throughput. 

•   Reliability 

In todays network by reliability we usual- lymean the  

retransmission of the  packets in  case  of packet  loss.  This  

works   quite well   in  wired  networks,  but   seems   to be  

inefficient   in  wireless ones.  Network coding  gives  new  

approach to reliability. As the result  of mixing  information, 

there are  no  special   packets.   To  illustrate  it, lets  consider 

example from  a  traditional approach. Without coding  a 

source  needs to  know   which   packets   the  destination 

missed in order  to retransmit them.  In an unreliable 

environment it  may  consume some   extra   bandwidth.  If  

we   want   to use  network coding,   we  usually do  not care  

about   individual packets.   A  source needs   to  inform   us  

only   if  it  receives enough packets  to encode  the 

transmitted file. There  is also  one  additional benefit, 

because  of improved reliability it also improve throughput of 

the  network (less data  needs  to be retransmitted). 

•   Monitoring 

Network coding  can  be exploited to bet- ter  monitor  the  

link  loss  rate   in  wire- less networks . Lets consider 

example shown  in  2.  In  the   example  nodes   A, B, C,  

D,E,F  are  sensors   while   nodes   G and   F  are   sinks   

connected  through  a high-bandwidth link.  When  we  use  

net- work  coding  nodes  G and  F may  receive P1,P2,P1+P2 

or nothing depending on the transmission on each link. By 

sending several  rounds of probes from C and  B. It observe 

link  loss  on  all five links  simul- taneously. which  leads  to 

bandwidth and energy savings. 

•   Common Encoding Algorithms, Servic Descriptions, and  

Packet  Formats 

When  Network Coding is applied to In- ternet   systems  and   

possibly applied  in different  aspects   of  network  operation, 

there  may  be  utility   in  common encod- ing (and decoding) 

algorithms, service descriptions, and   even  packet   (or  other 

data  unit)  formats. 

Proposed System  In  this  section  we  in- troduce our  

protocol and  elaborate on its main  functional blocks 

1) In current system coding  decoding de- lay I try  to 

reducethat delay  of decoding packet   a)  Block  level  

coding   decoding, 

2) Intermediate node  is work  for reencod- ing  so  I  will  

provied  security  for  that 
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3) When  multiple paths  are used  in paral- lel, one  

important decision  is how  much of the traffic needs  to 

be sent through each path.  Multiple path  Optimization 

with Fuzzy  Logic 

A    Coding Decoding module 

Modification for  systems using  network coding.  1) The key  

difference to be dealt with  is that  under network coding  the 

re- ceiver  does  not obtain   

T(s,t) be  the  maximum possible   through- put   from   node   

S  to  node   t  .  By the max-flow min-  cut theoremT(s,t) is 

upper bounded by  the  minimum capacity  of all cuts, which  

is the sum of  the  capacities of  the  edges  on  a cut, between 

these  two  nodes. 

Karl Menger proved that there is always a set  of 

edge-disjoint pathsachieving the  upper 

edges)  C gives  the capacity  of each link of E . Let bound in 

a unicast scenario,  known as the max- flow min-cut theorem. 

IV. LOGICAL DESCRIPTION 

In my project proposal is that coding  operations occur  not 

only  at the end  hosts  but  at interme- diate  node  with  

1)encoding decoding  2)Load balancing 3)Security 

ACK   and   RTT  measurement  control    using packet   loss  

as  a  congestion indicator  is  not well   suited  to  this  

 
Fig. 3.  NEW PROTOCOL  STACK 

  situation.  However,  it  is useful    to   note   that   the   

congestion  related losses   are  also  made   to  appear  as  

a  longer RTT. Therefore, Need  an  approach that  infers 

congestion   from    an   increase    in   RTT.   The natural 

choice  is  TCP-  Suit.  TCP-  Suit  uses  a proactive 

approach to congestion control  by inferring the  size  of 

the  network buffers  even before  they  start  dropping 

packets.   The  crux of the  algorithm is to  estimate the  

round-trip time  (RTT)  and   use  this  information to  find 

the   discrepancy  between  the   expected and actual  

transmission rate.  As congestion arises, buffers   start  to  

fill  up  and  the  RTT starts   to rise,  and  this  is used  as 

the  congestion signal. This  signal   is  used   to  adjust   the  

congestion window and  hence  the  rate.  In  order   to  use 

TCP-  Suit  correctly   in  this   setting,   Need   to feed  it the  

fictitiously longer  RTT of a degree of freedom that  

includes the  fictitious  queuing delay.  It introduces a 

novel  RTT estimation algorithm  to   do   this.   The   

sender  can   note down the transmission time of every  

linear combination. When  an  ACK arrives,  to which 

transmission it should be matched in order  to compute 

the  RTT match  it to the  transmission that  occurred after  

the  one  that  triggered the previous ACK.  Consider the  

example shown in   The   congestion,  window  is   

assumed  to be   4  packets   long.   All  4  transmissions  

are linear   combinations  of  the   4  packets   in  the 

window.  In  this   example,  the   1st  packet   is seen   

because    of   the   1st   transmission.   The 

2nd  and   3rd  transmissions are  lost,  and   the 4th  

transmission causes  the  2nd  packet  to  be seen   (the   

discrepancy  is  because   of  losses). As far as the RTT 

estimation is concerned, transmissions 2, 3 and  4 are 

treated as attempts to  convey   the   2nd   degree  of  

freedom.  The RTT for the  2nd  packet  is therefore 

computed based  on  the  oldest  such  attempt, namely 

the 

2nd  transmission. In  other  words, the  RTT is the  

difference between  the  time  of  reception of  ACK=3  (in  

Figure  4), and  the  time  of  the transmission of (p1 + 2p2 

+ 2p3+ p4). 

V.    SI M U LATI O N EN VI RO N M E NT 

We  have   simulated TCPNC   by  JAVA  and compared 

with  TCPNC,TCP-ACO,TCP proto- col . 

◦   Number  of nodes  Peer client: 8 

◦   Server: 1 

◦  Topology node  7  :     Butterfly  Net- work 

◦   Packet size  :   512 

The following is the parameters used   in  the   

simulations.The  net- work  Butterfly network 

◦   packet  loss: 

◦   Transmission speed  : 

◦   Duration  simulation : 

◦   Sender: IP Adress  of Sender 

◦ Recevier:  Multiple IP Address  Re- cevier 

VI. SI M U LATI O N RE SU LTS 

The following graphs shows  the simulation re- sults  for 

TCP-ACO,  TCPNC,TCP protocol. The Results are 

compaired withTCP-ACO, TCPNC, TCP  protocol.  Blue  

line  in  graph  shows   re- sults  for TCP-ACO  protoco,l 

Red line in graph shows  results for  TCPNC  protocol and  

Green line   shows   results  for   TCP   protocol.  From the  

graphs we  come  to  know  that  results for TCPNC-ACO 

algorithm  are  better   than   TCP AND  TCPNC  in each  

aspect. It show   that improve the throughput of  net- 

work  by using  network coding  20 

VIII. CH AL LA N G E S O F S YS T EM 

1) Extensions to Multipath and  Multicast: Fur- ther  work  

is needed to ensure that  the different characteristics of 

the  paths  to  the  receiver  (in case  of multipath) or  to 

multiple receivers (in case  of  multicast) are  taken  into  

account cor- rectly  by the  congestion control  algorithm. 

2) Re-Encoding Packets  at Intermediate Nodes: The case 

where intermediate nodes  perform network coding.  

Theory  suggests that  a lot can be  gained by  allow-ing 

intermediate nodes  to code as well.  
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Our  scheme  naturally generalizes to such situations. The 

ability to code character- istics of the underlying link. 

Ideally,  the choice inside  the  network is  important for  

multicast connections. of these  parameters should be 

au- tomated. For instance, the  Even  for a point-to- point  

connection, the ability to re-correct values could  be 

learned dynamically based  on encode at an intermediate 

node  offers the flexibility  of measurement of the link 

characteristics such  as the link adding redundancy 

where it is needed, i.e., just before the loss rate, 

bandwidth, and de- lay. In addition, the  parameters 

lossy  link. The practical aspects  of implementing re-have  

to be extended to  cover  the  case  of  multipath  

transport and 

IX. SNAP SH OTS O F NE TWO R K C O D I  

 
 

Fig. 5.  Throughput Wired and wierless Network 

encoding need  to be studied further. Multicast scenarios 

as well 

3) Automatic Tuning of TCP/NC Parameters: More  

work   is  needed in  the  future for  fully understanding 

the  role  played by  the  various parameters of  the  new  

protocol, Redundancy factor R and the coding  window 

size W. several useful  discussions. 

X. CO N CL U SI O N 

Network coding key role in incorporating cod- ing  into  

the  con‘trol  algorithm. From an implementation 

perspective, introduce a new network coding layer 

between the   

 
Fig. 8.  Sucess ratio Wierless network 

network layers  on both  the source  and  receiver sides.  

Thus, changes can be easily  deployed in an  existing   

system. A  salient   feature of  pro- posal  is  that  coding  

operations occur  only  at the  end  hosts,  thereby 

preserving the  end-to- end   philosophy  of  TCP.  The  

overhead  asso- ciated   with   the  coding   operations in  a  

prac- tical  setting.   Throughput gains  are  seen  even 

though the intermediate nodes  do not perform any   

coding.   Theory   suggests  that   a  lot  can be  gained by  

allowing intermediate nodes   to code  as  well.  

Quantifying the  impact  of such coding  is of interest in  

the  future. It presents a  new  framework for  combining 

coding  with feedback based   rate-control mechanisms 

in  a practical way.  It  is  of  interest to  extend   this 

approach to more  general settings such  as net- work   

coding   based   multicast over  a  general network 1) A  

feature of  previous  proposal  is that  coding  operations 

occur  only  at  the  end hosts  2) In my  project  proposal is 

that  coding operations occur  not  only  at the  end  hosts  

but at intermediate node  with  1)encoding decoding 

2)Load  balancing 3)Security 
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